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PURPOSE
1. Consider the African context of Decentralization
2. Provide a broad overview of the evolution of the
inter-governmental (IGR) system in South Africa
3. Identify key lessons and observations from the South
African experience
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DECENTRALIZATION IN
AFRICA
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Three Types of Decentralization
• Devolution: the devolution of power to sub-national units is
seen as the ideal form of decentralisation since it combines
the joint promises of local democracy and technical efficiency.
• Deconcentration: this is where countries operate
administrative structures that delegate responsibilities for
functions within specific sub-national territories to field level
civil servants.
• Delegation: this takes place when public enterprises and
other semi-autonomous government agencies are assigned
responsibility for implementing sector priorities.
(State Society and Market (2004), John Martinussen)
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Why Decentralization in Africa?
Key motivating factors were identified for decentralisation in
Africa:
1. The failure of centralized public sector management evidenced by various crises;
2. The resulting decline in state resources for reforms in search of new governance
paradigms;
3. Pressures for political reforms by actors outside the state;
4. Pressure from external donors;
5. Urbanization;
6. The use of decentralisation by ruling groups to neutralize or seek compromises with
regional or local elites;
7. The pressures of globalization compelled many national governments to focus on
strategic issues of national political and economic management.
(Source: UNCDF, 2001 Symposium on Decentralisation and Local Governance in Africa)
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Some Views on the State of
Decentralization in Africa
“…in African today, the
popularity of
'decentralization by
devolution' is high“
(JICA, 2008)

“We found mixed results of these
decentralization processes in Africa, with
considerable achievements in some
areas and more limited advances in
others. African decentralization has
advanced considerably in the devolution
and deconcentration of legal authority to
sub-national governments (SNGs) and
sub-national administrative units.”
(USAID, 2010)

“…available evidence suggests
that the overall picture for
decentralisation in Africa is
glooming, as there are no
undisputable success stories
in terms of governance outputs
and outcomes at local level.”
(Cabral, 2011)

“Most Commonwealth African
countries still have a rather
centralised system of government.
Even in the most progressive
countries in the implementation of
decentralisation policies, local
government is still not seen as a
sphere of government capable of
making their own decisions within
the framework of the constitution
and other legal provisions, without
the interference of central
authorities.” (Cobbah in Alam, 2011)
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Comparative Assessment of the Extent of
Decentralization

(Source:
Ndegwa, 2002)
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Simplified Typology of
Decentralization in Africa
Separationist model of
decentralization:

Integrationist model of
decentralization:

• This is informed by the
Anglo-Saxon experience and
the intention is to establish
highly autonomous local
governments; it is argued
that this model will only
succeed if preceded by
sector reforms that are
empowered to provide
close guidance and
technical support.

• This model is based on the
European continental
experience and is premised
on strong guidance by
central governments to
local authorities; it is argued
that this is more
appropriate for Africa.

(Source: JICA, 2008)
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Challenges Facing Decentralization in
Africa
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Incomplete legal reforms;
Persistent emphasis on control by
the centre;
Weak performance and technical
support by the centre;
Weak local councils;
Dominance by local council
executives and administrative
personnel;
Weaknesses in local attentive
publics and civil society; and
Failure of local officials to honestly
and effectively supervise local
service delivery personnel.

(Source: Wunch, 2008)

a) Decentralization could weaken
national unity;
b) It could create inequality by
promoting more developed regions
and districts;
c) It could weaken support for national
priorities;
d) The central government could lose
power and control over the country;
e) Local government boundary
demarcation disputes could easily
erupt into violence;
f) If implemented when the political
and administrative structures do not
exist, it could create inefficiencies.
(Source: Alam, 2011)
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INTER-GOVERNMENTAL
RELATIONS (IGR) IN
IN SOUTH AFRICA
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Shift to Post-Apartheid Democratic State
Pre-1994
•
•
•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Post-1994

White minority national
government
4 Provincial Administrations
10 Bantustans
Over 1200 municipalities (Prior
to 1993/4)

•

Tiers of government
Racially-based municipalities
Spatial Fragmentation
Exclusionary logic
Skewed service delivery
Financial Non-Viability and
Dependence

1.
2.

•
•

3.
4.
5.
6.

Democratic national
government
9 Provincial
Governments
284 municipalities
(2000); 278 (in 2011)

Spheres of government
Non-racial, wall-to-wall
municipalities
Spatial Integration
Inclusionary logic
Universal access to
service delivery
Greater Financial
Autonomy &
Sustainability
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Nature of the Post-Apartheid Democratic
State in South Africa
Chapter 1: Founding Provisions:
“One, sovereign, democratic state” (s1)
Chapter 3: Cooperative Government:


“Government is constituted as
national, provincial and local
spheres which are distinctive,
interdependent and interrelated”
(s40)



Principles of Cooperative
Government (s41)

Chapter 6: Provinces (x9)

Chapter 7: Local Government (x278)
Caters for Concurrency of Powers
(Schedules 4&5)
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Principles of Cooperative Government
The South African state is constituted as national, provincial and local spheres of government
which are deemed to be distinctive, interrelated and interdependent.

Constitution of South Africa (1996) outlines key principles of IGR, which include the
following - Section 41:
“ All spheres of government and all organs of state within each sphere must
(emphasis) :
a) preserve the peace, national unity and the indivisibility of the Republic;
b) secure the well-being of the people of the Republic;
c) provide effective, transparent, accountable and coherent government for the Republic as a
whole;
d) be loyal to the Constitution, the Republic and its people;
e) respect the constitutional status, institutions, powers and functions of government in the
other spheres;
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Principles of Cooperative Government
Constitution of South Africa (1996) outlines key principles of IGR, which include the
following - Section 41:
“ All spheres of government and all organs of state within each sphere must
(emphasis) :
f)

not assume any power or function except those conferred on them in terms of the
Constitution;
g) exercise their powers and perform their functions in a manner that does not encroach
on the geographical, functional or institutional integrity of government in another
sphere; and
h) co-operate with one another in mutual trust and good faith by :
i. fostering friendly relations;
ii. assisting and supporting one another;
iii. informing one another of, and consulting one another on, matters of common
interest;
iv. co-ordinating their actions and legislation with one another;
v. adhering to agreed procedures; and
vi. avoiding legal proceedings against one another.”
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Principles of Cooperative Government
Constitution obliges national and provincial government to support local
government
Section 154:
“The national government and provincial governments, by legislative and
other measures, must (emphasis) support and strengthen the capacity of
municipalities to manage their own affairs, to exercise their powers and to
perform their functions.”
All spheres have a Constitutional obligation to cooperate and work together very closely to achieve
national priorities.
This is extended particularly to national and provincial government as these two spheres perform their
support role to local government. It should be noted that the need to support local government is not
discretionary, but is mandatory.
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Principles of Cooperative Government
Constitution provides for inter-governmental monitoring, oversight &
intervention.



Section 139(1) provides that when a municipality cannot
or does not fulfil an executive obligation in terms of the
Constitution or legislation, the relevant provincial
executive may intervene by taking any appropriate steps
to ensure fulfilment of that obligation.



Section 100 of the Constitution have similar provisions but
pertains to national government intervening in a
provincial government
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What has been Done to Promote Cooperative
Government ?
1. Enacted IGR Legislation:
a)Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act of 2005 – providing statutory form to certain
coordinating structures
b)Local Government legislation crafted within an cooperative governance framework, i.e.
Not an independent, autonomous sphere of government
c)Organised Local Government Act 1997
d)Various sector legislation is mindful Constitutional roles of provincial and local
government, e.g. NEMA

2. Established Intergovernmental structures :
a)President’s Coordinating Council (PCC)
b)MinMecs – sector based and local government
c)Budget Forum & Budget Council
d)Premier’s Coordinating Forums (PCF)
e)Provincial – Local Government Forums , e.g. MuniMecs
f)District IGR Forums
g)Implementation Forums for 12 Outcomes
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What has been Done to Promote Cooperative
Government ?
3. Undertaken key programmes of national importance that require
intergovernmental co-operation: (examples)
a)Various Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) initiatives
b)Integrated Sustainable Rural Development Programme
c)Urban Renewal Programme
d)Multi-Purpose Community Centres / Thusong Centres
e)Project Consolidate / Local Government Turnaround Strategy (LGTAS) / Outcome
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f)Support to Traditional Leaders
g)Community Development Worker (CDW) programme
h)Various sector programmes, e.g. Health, transport, crime, education
i)Review of Legislation Impacting on Service Delivery
j)FIFA 2010 World Cup
k)Job Creation & Service Delivery initiatives
l)COP 17
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POLICY AND REGULATORY
REGIME OF LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
(DEVOLUTION) IN SOUTH
AFRICA
19

RSA Constitution (1996) –
Vision for Local Government
(S152) The objects of local government area)
b)
c)
d)
e)

to provide democratic and accountable government for local
communities;
to ensure the provision of services to communities in a sustainable
manner;
to promote social and economic development;
to promote a safe and healthy environment; and
to encourage the involvement of communities and community
organisations in the matters of local government.
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White Paper on Local Government
(1998)
Tools
•
•
•

Integrated Development
Planning, Budgeting
Performance Management
Working with Citizens &
Partners

Outcomes
•
•
•

Provision of household
infrastructure & services
Creation of liveable, integrated
cities, towns and rural areas
LED

Characteristics
 Maximising social development and economic growth
 Integrating and co-ordinating
 Democratising development, empowering and redistributing
 Leading and learning
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REGULATORY REGIME OF LOCAL
GOVERNMENT IN SA
Key Pieces of Local Government Legislation:

Post 18 May 2011:
278 municipalities
8 metros
44 Districts
226 Locals
Wards: 4277

1. Municipal Demarcation Act (1998)
• Provides for demarcating the geographic
boundaries of municipalities
2. Municipal Structures Act (1998)
• Provides for the establishment of political
structures of municipalities
3. Municipal Systems Act (2000)
• Provides for the establishment of key
systems and functional areas of
municipalities
4. Municipal Finance Management Act (2003)
• Provides for the regulation of municipal
financial management matters
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Municipal Systems Act (1998) – Ideal
Municipality
1. Be responsive to the needs of the local community;
2. Facilitate a culture of public service and accountability amongst its staff;
3. Be performance orientated and focussed on the objectives of local government
set out in section 152 of the Constitution and its developmental duties as
required by section 153 of the Constitution;
4. Ensure that its political structures, political office bearers and managers and
other staff members align their roles and responsibilities with the priorities and
objectives set out in the municipality’s integrated development plan;
5. Establish clear relationships, and facilitate co-operation, co-ordination and
communication, between –

 its political structures, political office bearers and its administration
 its political structures, political office bearers and administration and
the local community
23
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Municipal Systems Act (1998) – Ideal
Municipality
6. Organise its political structures, political office bearers and
administration in a flexible way in order to respond to changing
priorities and circumstances;
7. Perform its functions through operationally effective and appropriate administrative units and
mechanisms, including departments and other functional or business
units; and
 when necessary, on a decentralised basis;

8. Assign clear responsibilities for the management and co-ordination of
these administrative units and mechanisms; and
9. Hold the municipal manager accountable for the overall performance
of the administration.”
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INTER-GOVERNMENTAL
FISCAL SYSTEM IN SOUTH
AFRICA
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NATURE OF INTER-GOVERNMENTAL FISCAL SYSTEM
The Constitution provides for the allocation of nationally raised
funds to all three spheres of government
Division of Nationally Raised Revenue (2012 – 2014):
•
•
•
a)
b)
c)

National Government: 47%
Provincial Government: 44%
Local Government: 9%

National government receives the greatest share of nationally raised
revenue
General trend of municipalities becoming increasingly dependent on intergovernmental transfers.
Small but steady increase of funds transferred to local government: 6,3% in
2006/7 to 8,8% in 2012/13
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MUNICIPAL REVENUE
1. Constitution allocates significant own revenue sources to
local government
2. Two broad revenue streams for municipalities:
a) Own Revenue
•
•
•

Rates
Services Charges
Borrowing (only permitted for capital funding)

b) Inter-Governmental Transfers (R70,6bn in 2011/12)
•
•

Unconditional Grants (Local Government Equitable Share: average annual
growth of 16% from R21bn in 2009/10 to R33,4bn in 2012.13)
Conditional Grants (e.g. Municipal Infrastructure Grant – MIG grown from
R6,9bn in 2007/8 to R11,4bn in 2011/12)

See latest Local Government Expenditure
Report - 2011
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REVIEW OF PROVINCIAL
AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Key Findings &
Recommendations (2009)
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CORE QUESTION OF THE IGR REVIEW:
“Has our system of cooperative governance, provincial and
local government assisted in accelerating service delivery and
sustainable development ?”

1. How have these spheres performed their core constitutional mandates?
Representative, democratic government; Cooperative governance & Service
delivery and development; Spheres well coordinated
2. Are the mandates still the right ones & relevant? Context has changed: 15
yrs of practice; Powers & functions; national targets for social services;
introduction of local govt system; no definite policy on provinces; capacity
requirements; skills shortage
3. What can be done to improve efficiency, effectiveness, responsiveness &
accountability of government? Focus on better functionality and institutions:
review provinces, districts, the way powers and functions are allocated to the
three spheres; lessons of 15yrs

Evidence-based review
29
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1. Provide responsive, representative, accountable
and participatory government
2. Provide services and promote development

3. Contribute to cooperative governance
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KEY GENERAL FINDINGS OF THE REVIEW
1.
2.
3.

Need to have effective, efficient, responsive and
accountable provincial and local spheres
Current system is a product of negotiated settlement and
post-94 transformation.
Multiple institutional pressures impact on the effectiveness
of the system (to achieve goals of combating poverty and
unemployment):
a)

Complexity and uncertainty (e.g. Constitutional Schedules; role of
provinces)
b) Leadership and accountability (e.g. Ward Councillors & Committees)
c) Managerial and technical skills (e.g. availability of professionals in
rural areas)
d) Communication (e.g. Social distance and protests)
e) Data and information flows (e.g. Thusong Centres)
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KEY GENERAL FINDINGS OF THE REVIEW

4. No panacea solutions (one size fits all), and nature
of reform has changed & needs to be increasingly
pragmatic, specific, tailor-made and knowledgebased.

5. Outcomes of review should concentrate on
improving effectiveness, efficiency,
responsiveness and accountability of system. But
also need to look at systemic, structural,
institutional, fiscal & regulatory constraints.
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1. Creation of provinces contributed to smooth
transition, but their role remain uncertain
a) National government makes up the role for provinces
in the absence of a coherent policy framework for
provinces
b) Provinces receive a major share of the division
c) The role of provinces is uncertain, e.g.Concurrency:
provincial budget distort national functions – are
provincial governments or agencies?
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1. Creation of provinces contributed to smooth
transition, but their role uncertain
d) Legislative output is limited (Average 7 laws a year)
e) Large differences in expenditure on oversight by provincial
legislatures
f) Qualified audits have increased

2. Provincial expenditure has achieved redistribution
but outcomes, performance and capacity are uneven
across provinces
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 Municipal government key to deepening
democracy and social cohesion and building
non-racial/non-sexist society
 Accountability, efficiency, effectiveness,
responsiveness and participation must be
enhanced
 Two-tier system is ineffective
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1. Representation
a) LG elections: low but stable voter turnout (1995/6: 49%, 2000: 49%,
2006: 48.4%)
b) NG /PG elections (1994: 86%, 1999: 88%, 2004: 76%, 2009: 77%)
c) Positive progress with representation of women (1995/6: 18.5%,
2000: 28.2%, 2006: 39.7%)
d) 79 parties took part in 2000 election, increased to 97 parties in 2006
e) 56 parties represented post-2007 floor-crossing (13 of which
constituted local rate payers groupings)
f) Low trust in LG (2006: 44%, 2007: 34%: HSRC; View that
municipalities is managed well declined from 49% in Nov 2004 to
41% in May 2007 Markinor)
g) Negative perception of the state of local government is also common
across all political parties (Markinor, 2009
h) Low awareness of participatory measures (about 3%: HSRC)
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2. Accountability
a) Poor Communication with communities
b) Role confusion (Mayors-Speakers-Chief Whips, PR
vs ward councilors)
c) Lack of transparency of mayoral committee work
d) Instability of municipal administrations
e) Poor financial accountability

3. Districts
a) Major change in mandates; financially
redundant; grant dependent, e.g. loss of
RSC levies
b) 74% districts performing less than 50%
functions (MDB)
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Progress in meeting basic needs, with some
challenges a) Substantial progress against MDG targets
b) But under-investment in bulk infrastructure and asset
maintenance (especially in water sector) and extent of
backlogs are major concerns
c) Rising input costs (cement, steel)
d) Significant but low stake in employment creation (2006/07:
33 EPWP municipalities – 20.3% job opportunities of EPWP)
e) Major investments in public transport in cities, but underinvestment in rural and township roads
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But problems in finances, capacity, and planning:
a) Growing grant dependence
b) Growing outstanding consumer debt (e.g. over R53bn)
c) Declining and aging civil engineers (1500 in service, 24% older
than 50 yrs)
d) Declining experience levels in senior management (source:
LGSETA )
e) High vacancy and turnover rates amongst s57 managers, e.g.
Municipal Manager vacancies at 12%
f) Quality, credibility and impact of IDP system in doubt
g) Participation of govt, SOE & private sector in IDP weak
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Findings On The Two Tier System Of Local
Government
1. The Two-Tier system is complex and ineffective
2. System different in every province: no consistency in
functional arrangements; unfunded mandates to LMs; four
layers of government
3. High level of grant dependency; little development planning
facilitation, redistribution or support to locals
4. Poor intergovernmental cohesion between LMs and the DM
5. Districts perform few functions with capacity, including
priority functions such as development planning, water
services, bulk supply of electricity, domestic waste removal,
municipal roads.
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Review Identified a Number of Proposals for Discussion

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

National legislative framework for provincial government
Abolish the two-tier system in Local Government sphere
Strengthen monitoring and supervision over provincial and local government
Adopt a long term strategy to build capacity of vulnerable municipalities &
establish a differentiated system of municipal governance
Strengthen the role of ward committees to exercise oversight over
government and to play a role in economic development
Enhance municipal governance, accountability and participation
Ensure that Institution of Traditional Leadership work in consultation with all
three spheres and particularly with local government
National legislation governing sub-national powers and functions
National system of development planning
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Instability and uncertainty in functional
arrangements:
a)

No common definitions of functional areas in
Schedules 4&5 of Constitution, and many
overlapping functions

b)

Conflict on concurrent functions between national
and provincial government

c)

No clear framework of assignment &
(de)centralization, but a patchwork of
arrangements

d)

Ineffective management of devolution and
multiple points of decision-making about
expenditure assignments

e)

Major sector reforms underway, but at different
stages of evolution (conflict over functions)

f)

Municipalities not performing many functions
with capacity or performing functions without
authority – unfunded mandates

IGR evolving but weaknesses in the
institutional framework:
a)

Lack of a single window for coordination across
government

b)

IGR structures have been established since the
introduction of the law; lack of monitoring of the
functionality of the IGR structures; outcomes
remain unclear

c)

No enforcement mechanism for nonparticipation in IGR structures

d)

No legislative framework for support, supervision
& intervention in terms of S152, S154, S100 &
S139, or early warning system for institutional
failure, and provinces have limited capacity for
supervising local government

e)

Lack of monitoring and evaluation mechanisms
across the three spheres of government

f)

Ineffective regulatory framework for planning,
spatial development and land use
42
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KEY LESSONS FROM THE
SOUTH AFRICA
EXPERIENCE
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Some Key Lessons and Observations
1. Each country must clear about the specific objectives
underpinning its decentralization / devolution and intergovernmental relations (IGR) policy agenda
2. Broad based support across the political spectrum for the
decentralization policy agenda is a crucial success factor

3. Decentralization legislation and policy must be complemented
by a decentralization strategy and implementation plan
4. Sequencing of decentralization and IGR reforms is critical
5. There are many best practices globally and on the African
continent on decentralization, devolution and IGR
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IN
CONCLUSION

One starting point
could be the
“Commonwealth
Consensus”
(Aberdeen Agenda,
2005)

Thank you

“Constitutional and legal recognition for local democracy
Enshrine local government as a sphere of government in the
constitution.
• The ability to elect local representatives
Election of local people in atmosphere of political freedom.
• Partnerships between spheres of government
Respect between different spheres of government.
• Defined legislative framework
Appropriate powers in accordance with principles of subsidiary.
• Opportunity to participate in local decision-making
Proactive local government that enables citizens and civil society to
participate in the local policy and decision-making.
• Open local government accountability
Local government is accountable to the community it serves.
• Open local government transparency
Decision-making process is clear and clearly communicated.
• Openness to scrutiny
Policies made should be open to community scrutiny.
• Inclusiveness
Decisions should be taken at level closest to the community to which
they relate; consultation; minority inclusion.
• Adequate and equitable resource allocation
Independent and secure resource base; predictable and adequate
transfer process from central to local government; clear legal
framework.
• Equitable service delivery
Services delivered should be equitable, responding to the needs of all
citizens, including the poor and marginalised.
• Building Strong local democracy and good governance
Effective leadership is central to strong local democracy; need for
capacity building of local councilors, officials; need to grow
community leaders.
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